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Objective of the Discussion

n To present a work in progress
n To highlight opportunities and possible modalities of 

development of municipal debt, notwithstanding the 
heterogeneity of EECCA countries

n To discuss future areas of work
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Layout of the Presentation

The need to access local capital and financial 
markets
Recent opportunities
Prerequisites, from the municipalities point of view
Prerequisites, from capital and financial markets point 
of view
Mechanisms to reduce risk to lenders
The legal framework
The role of central government
Next steps
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Local Credit Systems for Municipal 
Environmental Infrastructure

A project ongoing
– Evaluation of the maturity of credit markets and their 

accessibility to environmental investments
– Undertanding key drivers and obstacles to municipal credit 

markets (demand/supply sides)
– Country-specfic guidance for market development

Related sources
– EUWI – Finance working group
– EBRD and PPC
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The Need to Access Local Capital and 
Financial Markets

In the context of
– decentralisation of responsibilities for environmentally related

infrastructure and services
– the decline of State financing for environmental infrastructure 

investment

To accelerate investment levels in environmental infrastructure 
at the local level (e.g. renewed ambition in Ukraine in the WSS)
To tap private savings market (poor performance of direct 
private investment)
To promote intergenerational equity

How to create markets that generate financing of long-term 
credits?
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Recent Opportunities

A trouble history
– The sub-national debt crises in the 1990s
– Illegality of sub-sovereign debt or heavy administrative burden
– Modest bank restructuring, limited sophistication in local credit 

markets, lack of municipal credit infrastructure
– Situation even more accute in rural areas

Renewed opportunities
– Recent revival of local credit markets (e.g. Ukraine)
– Recent growth in bank assets, capital, and commercial credit to the 

non-financial sector in Russia
– Expansion of accumulators of long-term savings
– Increasing orientation of banks toward servicing business
– Programmes from several IFIs to expand lending to finance local 

environmental infrastructure investment (e.g. WB’s Municipal 
Development Loan Fund in Ukraine)
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Prerequisites, from the Municipalities 
Point of View

Users’ willingness to pay for better services
Clear responsibilities and predictable revenues
Stable political and institutional framework
Tariff policy, which enables cost recovery (including 
investment costs and debt service)
Local debt management (MYIP)

Importance of local control over significant sources of 
revenue in order to sustain borrowing for 
environmental investment
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Prerequisites, from Capital and Financial 
Markets Point of View

Predictability of future revenue from the service
Risk identification and reduction
– regulatory risk
– contractual risk
– operational risk
– counter-party risk

Transparency and disclosure of local budgets, financial reports,
MYIP
Collectibility of collateral
Adequate information for determining a municipal credit rating

Local credit markets as a portion of an overall credit market, 
which adapts instruments that have proved effective vehicles for
long-term lending in other sectors
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Mechanisms to Reduce Risk to Lenders

Strengthen operation and maintenance capacity at utility levels
Project preparation facilities (PPC) to develop projects on a 
financially viable basis
Guarantees, reserve accounts (partially funded by donors)
Ring fencing revenue flows, to ensure pay back
Establishing municipal banks and municipal development funds
Pooling debt of smaller municipalities
Secondary markets (securizing local loans, re-selling municipal 
bonds)
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The Legal Framework

A work in progress in most EECCA
The objectives of central governments: to ensure that
– debt can be repaid
– sub-national borrowing is consistent with the national 

macroeconomic framework
Who can borrow
For what purpose
Subject to what limitations
What debt instruments are allowed
What collateral can be pledged by local borrowers
Related regulations for banks, pensions funds, and insurance 
companies
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The Role of Central Government

Finance the public good elements of quasi private goods
– minimum amount of drinking water
– basic sanitation
– social safety nets

Effective control of sub-national borrowing
Support long term savings, for long term credit
– pension funds, insurance industry

Encourage the establishment of rating agencies, for sub-
sovereigns
Support competition between types of lending
– banks and bonds

Support market creation for environmental services
– e.g. wastewater treatment

Facilitate market access
– risk sharing, credit enhancement, subsidies
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Next Steps

To finalise the report
– Synthesis
– Country specific guidelines for market development

Opportunities for training
– Training to banks
– Training to municipalities
– Success of study tour in CEE

A demonstration project
– Objective

• to extend the tenor of loans to municipal utilities (outside the big cities)
• to demonstrate a bond issue, or a special loan agreement between a 

municipal body and a pension fund

– A pilot project in medium-sized municipal utilities (WSS)
– Potential requisites

• reformed tariffs schedules
• outsourced management
• a system that deposits customer utility payments into a special account


